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What is the Understanding Native Title
Economies Project?
Claiming and managing native title rights involves a lot of unpaid hard work on behalf of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community members. But there is very little
comprehensive information available about how many people are involved, what activities
they need to do and how much time, labour and costs the management of native title rights
and interests pre- and post-determination require.
The Native Title Research Unit (NTRU) at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies (AIATSIS) designed a project to understand the type and amount of work done
by Indigenous members of native title claims and Prescribed Bodies Corporate (PBCs). The
project is a way of tracking this work – both paid and unpaid labour – as well as how community
members value the work involved in exercising their native title rights and interests.

How we started
This project follows on from a pilot study completed by Dr Pam McGrath in July 2015 titled:
Kaja karti marnti (“the long walk”) – The Nyangumarta Corporate History Project
At the end of November 2015, Belinda Burbidge travelled to Melbourne to meet with the
board of the Eastern Maar Aboriginal Corporation (EMAC) and some staff members of Native
Title Services Victoria (NTSV) to discuss the project with them. Both EMAC and NTSV
expressed their interest in participating in the project and Belinda continued to meet with
them over December 2015 and January 2016 to finalise a research agreement that set out the
responsibility of the different project partners. Since then, EMAC, NTSV and Belinda have
been working on the first case study for the Understanding Native Title Economies project.

Who worked on this project?
This research project was organised and conducted by Dr Belinda Burbidge who works as a
Research Fellow with the Native Title Research Unit at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS). Belinda is an anthropologist who has worked in
the area of native title and cultural heritage research for the past ten years. Previously,
Belinda has worked for NTSV and native title claims around Victoria, although this was her
first time working with Eastern Maar.
Belinda worked with Jordan Mifsud (Eastern Maar), Jeremy Clark (EMAC) and staff from
(NTSV) on this project.
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Jordan Mifsud was the co-fieldworker on the project. Under the direction of Belinda,
Jordan collected and collated information, and learned how to design and conduct
interviews for research.
Jeremy Clark assisted Belinda and Jordan throughout the fieldwork process and was also coauthor and presenter at the 2016 National Native Title Conference, Darwin.
NTSV provided advice and guidance for preparing the research agreement, as well as
making sure Eastern Maar file information remained secure and confidential.

Why are we doing this project?
AIATSIS Research is conducting this project for two main reasons:
1. Response to policy concerns about PBC resourcing and funding
The number of PBCs is growing every year: by October 2016 there were 157 PBCs across
Australia and the Torres Strait Islands. Most of these native title corporations have little or
no income or assets to carry out their native title rights. Many rely heavily on volunteer
work by their directors and members just to meet their statuary obligations, let alone being
able to further community development. While some PBCs have developed fee for service
models or commercial businesses, many PBCs still do not have adequate income to develop
their economic aspirations.
Despite these facts about under resourcing, there is little research on how native title work
and participation impacts the economic and cultural well-being of Indigenous communities
from the community perspective.
Furthermore, during a critical policy time for PBCs this project provides policy research that
evidences the kinds and amounts of native title and other work that PBCs do; thereby
informing government policy on the importance of PBC funding and resources.
2. To make tracking and reporting on work easier for PBCs
Another aim of this project is the production of the ‘Work Tracker’ database (discussed
further below) which can be used by PBCs (or NTRBs/NTSPs) to track the work they are
doing and produce reports that show the amount, time and costs of such work, and the
demography of who is doing the work. The database can be used to strengthen funding
submissions and demonstrate reasoning for grant applications.
Please note the database is not a financial record keeping tool and should not be used in this way.
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What did this research project set out to achieve?
Working closely with EMAC and NTSV, this stage of the project provided insight into the
corporate relationships and experiences of Eastern Maar people throughout the life-cycle of
their native title claim: from the early claim meetings to determination through to the
establishment and operation of their PBC.
The project was focused on the following research areas:







The kinds of work being done by the native title group and PBC members
Who was doing the work
How much work was being done
What relationships were formed with external stakeholders
What are some of the costs of native title work
The social and cultural value of the work to community members.

What did the project involve?
This stage of the project involved Belinda and Eastern Maar research assistant Jordan
Mifsud, spending over a week together at the NTSV office reading and recording file data
from the past ten years, including the combined consent determination of Gunditjmara and
Eastern Maar determined in 2011 and the subsequent establishment of EMAC that same
year. NTSV Managing Lawyer worked with us to ensure we were not viewing or recording
confidential file information as Eastern Maar have a second registered native title
application currently in progress.
Belinda and Jordan recorded and organised information into different types of native title
‘events’ including:






Claim meetings
Federal Court Hearings
Research trips and interviews
Workshops
PBC meetings

We documented the details of the event: name, purpose, location, host, duration,
attendees and financial information about the costs where available.
Working with EMAC, we also captured information about the age, gender and usual place of
residence for attendees, allowing the travel times to be more accurately estimated.
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In Melbourne and Warrnambool, Belinda
and Jordan interviewed some Eastern
Maar community members who have
been involved in both the native title
claim and PBC business over time to
understand how Eastern Maar people
value native title and other cultural
work. We wanted to explore the effect
such work has on their lives and the kind
of commitment required for native title
rights and interests to be enacted.

Image 1: Jordan and Belinda out the front
of NTSV's office, North Melbourne

Back in the office, Belinda worked closely
with information systems analyst, Anaisel
Lopez De Garcia, to further develop the
database – the Work Tracker. The
database began as a research tool to store
the data collected and offer some analysis
into the number and type of native title
events. Anaisel further developed the
database to enable it to record and report
on a range of data around participant age,
gender and residence; event details
including location and travel; and
participant, organisational and event
times and costs.
The results from all of this research and
database work provide a good sense of

Image 1: Robert Lowe, Jordan Mifsud,
Daphne Lowe in Warrnambool

the amount of time, volunteer labour and
individual costs that Eastern Maar (with
NTSV support) have invested in their
native title.
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Eastern Maar native title history
The ‘Eastern Maar’ is a name adopted by the people who, amongst other names, identify as
Maar, Eastern Gunditjmara, Tjap Wurrung, Peek Whurrong, Kirrae Whurrung, Kuurn Kopan
Noot and/or Yarro waetch (Tooram Tribe).
Eastern Maar people were part of the Gunditjmara #2 (VC2006/001) claim, where one claim
was split into two – Gunditjmara Part A and Gunditjmara and Eastern Maar Part B, covering
two different areas in south-west Victoria. Although the initial Gunditjmara #2
(VC2006/001) claim was filed in June 2006, it was not divided until the following year. In
March 2007 Gunditjmara Part A was awarded a consent determination. In late 2007 and
2008 NTSV began working closely with Gunditjmara and Eastern Maar to finalise the Part B
claim. This was achieved in July 2011 when the Gunditjmara and Eastern Maar Part B claim
was also awarded a consent determination.
EMAC was registered in 2011 and is one of the Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate for
the area covered in the Gunditjmara and Eastern Maar Part B claim.
Within the file data used in this project, the interests of Eastern Maar people in the
Gunditjmara and Eastern Maar Part B claim are represented by the South-West Victoria
Traditional Owner group, who commenced native title claim meetings in late 2007.

Image 2: Map of Eastern Maar claim
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In December 2012 Eastern Maar lodged another native title claim – Eastern Maar People
(VC2012/001) – which was registered in March 2013 and is still active. The Eastern Maar
native title claims area is located In Western Victoria. Its western edge extends from the
existing native title determination area shared with Gunditj Mirring near Yambuk on the
coast, up to and along the eastern boundary of the Grampians National Park, and from
there it extends north-east to just west of Beaufort then south to Derrinallum, east to
Winchelsea and south to Lorne on the Coast. The claim area encompasses the majority of
the Great Ocean Road and the Great Otway National Park.

What did we learn from this research?
The research demonstrates that even with a relatively small native title claim group and
PBC, such as Eastern Maar who have approximately 150 registered participants and 1600
members, there is still a large amount of community labour and cost required to participate
within native title. The work that has been recorded is the minimum work required for
native title.

What kind of work was required?
Eastern Maar members (approximately 150) attended a range of native title events over the
past ten years. The file data included native title research trips dating back until 2005, but
native title claim group meetings did not regularly commence until late 2007, when the
original Gunditjmara claim was divided into Parts A and B. The claim meetings include both
the previous Part B and the current Eastern Maar claim, although the majority relate to the
previous Part B claim.
We were not able to record information for all types of community events. Some event
details, such as regional traditional owner group meetings, may not have been recorded as
they were not in the NTSV files that we were able to examine.
The following table shows the different types of native title events. The ‘total days’ column
is the amount of time for each activity, rather than a record of how many days the events
took. Please note that this does not include travel time, which is discussed below, and
increases the amount of time and cost significantly.
The ‘total persons days’ time’ column is a record of the total days of events multiplied by
the number of people at each event. This column tells us how many days Eastern Maar
collectively, as a group, spent at each kind of event.
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Table 1: Number of and time spend on event by type

Total person
days’ time

% of total time
on native title
activities

70

74

9

3

2.5

29.5

3.6

Claim meetings

38

34

500

61

Mediation meetings

3

2.5

23

2.8

Federal Court hearings

3

1.5

.5

<1

PBC board meetings

26

17

112

13.6

PBC annual general meetings

5

3.5

77

9.4

Negotiating team meetings

2

1

4

<1

Regional PBC meetings

1

1

1

<1

239

133

821

100

Number of
events

Total days
(time)

158

Workshops/Conferences

Type of event
Research interviews

Total

1

Types of native title events
Research interviews
Workshops/Conferences
Claim Meetings
Mediation Meetings
Fed Court Hearings
PBC Board Meetings
Annual General Meetings
Neg Team Meetings
Regional PBC Meetings

Chart 1: Types of native title events

The data demonstrates that even though the majority of events were research interviews,
most of Eastern Maar members’ time was spent attending native title claim meetings.

1

Interviews were generally recorded as partial days by hours.
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Total person days by event
Research interviews
Workshops/Conferences
Claim Meetings
Mediation Meetings
Fed Court Hearings
PBC Board Meetings
Annual General Meetings
Neg Team Meetings
Regional PBC Meetings

Chart 2: Total person days by event

The file information only included time for the length of the meeting, but we know that the
time spent by community members attending meetings is higher. For example, some Eastern
Maar people do not live in Warrnambool, meaning they also have to participate in travel,
overnight stays and informal meetings that add to the actual time spent on native title events.
PBC meetings are the next highest category and this is due to the frequency of EMAC board
meetings, rather than the duration of the meetings or number of attendees. On average the
EMAC board has met monthly since their formation in 2011.

Who is doing the work?
Within the broader Eastern Maar community of approximately 1600 members, there is a
relatively small group of active participants in the native title process. NTSV and EMAC
records show 152 people actively participating within the native title process, including preand/or post-determination events.
Information about age and gender was gathered from NTSV file data where appropriate
with assistance from EMAC and NTSV. The information was fact checked with Eastern Maar
members. The gender options provided were: male, female and other; however, there were
no instances in which the other option was selected. The following table shows the age
range and gender of active Eastern Maar native title holders.
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Table 2: Eastern Maar native title claimants by age group and gender
Age Group (years)2

Male

Female

Total

Age unknown

8

5

13

18-24

2

0

2

25-34

11

6

17

35-44

13

3

16

45-54

13

22

35

55-64

10

13

23

65-74

10

14

24

74 and over

9

13

22

Total

76

76

152

The data demonstrates that there has been an exactly even gender distribution of 50% male
and 50% female participation in the native title process.
The data indicates that gender distribution is not even between age groups and the graph
below illustrates the difference between male and female participation by age.
35
30
25
20
Male
Female

15

Total
10
5
0
Unknown

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75 and
over

Chart 3: Percentage of age groups

2

The age group is the current age of identified persons in 2016.
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The total distribution of age groups shows some interesting results. The largest number of Eastern
Maar participating in native title is within the 45-54 age group at just over 23% of all participants,
followed by the 65-74 (15.75%) and 55-64 (15.15%) age groups. Although the highest number of
Eastern Maar participants is middle-aged there are a number of younger people also participating.
The data set for age and gender analysed above included all Eastern Maar participants in native
title, ranging from people who regularly attended claim meetings to those now actively involved
in EMAC and those who have only attended meetings occasionally. Yet over the duration of the
claim there has been a core group of people who have regularly attended meetings, both preand post-determination and who also participate in claim research. The following table shows
socio-demographic and time/cost participation of the core group of Eastern Maar native title
participants. The people included in Table 1 have attended the most events over the longest
period of time. Names have been changed to protect individuals’ privacy.
In the table below, the usual place of residence has been entered as the place where the
person resided for either the whole or most of the duration of the claim. The total number
of events includes all types of events. The total amount of time includes the time of the
event and travel per event per person.
The travel time has been calculated within the Work Tracker Database using Google Maps estimates
of round-trip driving times between the usual place of residence and the place of the event.
Table 3: Core group of Eastern Maar participants
Person

Gender

Age group

Usual place
of residence

Profession

Total no.
of events

Total time
(event + travel)
Days

A

F

65-74

Melbourne

Retired

54

75

B

M

35-44

Ballarat

Manager

47

58

C

M

65-77

Warrn.

Retired

39

27

D

M

45-54

Melbourne

Labourer

34

44

E

M

65-74

Geelong

Housing

32

39

F

F

65-74

Warrn.

Retired

31

22

G

M

35-44

Purnim

Cultural work

31

27

H

M

75 and over

Warrn.

Retired

29

23

I

F

65-74

Melbourne

Retired/Cultural work

28

43

J

F

65-74

Warrn.

Retired

28

24

K

M

65-74

Fram.

Operation manager

24

22

L

M

55-64

Indented Head

CLO

23

30

M

M

55-64

Halls Gap

Cultural Work Office
manager

20

27

Nov.

F

55-64

Warrn.

Unknown

20

17

440

478

Total
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The age and gender distribution is different in the core group of native title holders, who
attended the most meetings over the longest period of time. Within this group 64% of
participants are male, compared to 36% who are female. Additionally, the core group of
people driving the native title process are older: 78% of the group are aged 55 years and
above, with 50% alone occupying the 65-74 year age group.

Relationships with external stakeholders
Before moving to an analysis of the time and cost involved in native title for Eastern Maar,
we considered the other people that have worked with Eastern Maar people within native
title over the past 10 years. Eastern Maar have worked with at least 67 other native title
practitioners from 12 organisations. They have predominantly worked with NTSV with half
of the total non-Eastern Maar participants being, at least at some point, NTSV staff
members. This number is high because it includes all staff members that attended at least
one Eastern Maar meeting, including interns.
The number of person days for all stakeholder involvement in event attendance is 342 days,
which is just over 17 working months. This means that almost 1.5 working years has been
spent by external stakeholders attending Eastern Maar claim and/or PBC events. This only
includes attendance at the actual event; the number does not include travel time, overnight
visits, event preparation or follow up.
Aside from NTSV, the data indicates that Eastern Maar have worked with a core set of
individuals from private and government organisations including, in descending order of the
total number of participants:










Consultant anthropologists/historians
Department of Justice (VIC)
Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV)
Private solicitors/barristers
Framlingham Trust
Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation
Glenelg-Hopkins Catchment Management Authority
Consumer Affairs Victoria
Federal Court of Australia (VIC)

The NTSV file data does not provide insight into whether this information is complete or the
complexity and changing nature of the stakeholder relationships.
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How much time is spent on native title work?
Even for a small active native title group of core claimants it is evident that a large amount
of time goes into native title events. For example, at the upper end of participation, Person
A, Person B and Person C spent a minimum of 75, 58 and 27 days respectively on attending
native title events over the course of the ten years covered by this study. Collectively, the
core group spent 478 person days, over a year, attending native title events.3
The time estimates only provide a minimum number for the amount of time spent on formal
native title events and travel. Other informal events that also take time and which are associated
with meetings or interviews, could not be quantitatively captured by the data: for example,
spending a night in a motel before and/or after a meeting, informal family meetings before or
after native title meetings, reading materials for decision-making, phone calls and emails to NTSV
or other Eastern Maar people, or gathering personal research data, such as photos and stories
for connection evidence. All of these informal events take time and need to be considered in the
overall project analysis, produced at the end of all community partnerships.
What this research shows is that even the minimum amount of native title work required by
claimants to achieve a small native title settlement (see Eastern Maar Part B claim area) requires
a large amount of time. For many people, this work not only involves attending and working at
events, but travelling and spending days away from home, family and regular employment.
It is important to remember that native title events are not the only forms of employment
and/or other work that Eastern Maar people divide their time between.
For example, Person B spent 58 days, or almost 12 working weeks, solely on native title
events between 2008 and 2016. During this time Person B also worked full-time as a
manager in other organisations, and also, from 2011, took on various roles at EMAC. Person
B estimated that the work for EMAC added up to approximately two days’ work per week of
volunteer labour, between mid-2011 until late 2015 when EMAC appointed a general
manager. Two days a week for 40 weeks a year over this time-period adds up to an
additional 360 days. Including the 58 days spent on events also, Person B’s native title work
alone totals over a year of unpaid native title and PBC work on top of their regular work
load. Person B was fortunate to have a workplace that understood and allowed for the
demands of native title, but many other individuals do not have this privilege and cannot be
as involved in the process as they would like to be.

3

Refer to Table 13: Core group of Eastern Maar participants for data and figures.
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How much does native title work cost?
The methodology of this project offers a way to estimate costs as well as time involved in
claiming and enacting native title rights. The costs that we captured in The Work Tracker
Database are within following areas, events, travel, operational, and remuneration. Here we
focus on operational PBC costs and remuneration.

Operational costs of PBC
EMAC provided an estimate of financial information about the average costs of running
their corporation per annum and included areas, such as:



Staff salaries and superannuation
Insurance




Office hire and equipment
Car leasing

For EMAC to remain operational while still being supported by NTSV they require an absolute
minimum of $150,000 per annum to ensure the basic operation of their PBC.
This does not include the costs EMAC directors pay themselves to get to and from meetings.
This amount also does not include the following areas, which are provided by funding from NTSV:



Event
Lawyer salary and associated costs




Legal, policy and other advice
Some administrative support

Although EMAC receive funding from Prime Minister and Cabinet ($50k per annum) via
NTSV to cover some of these costs, this amount does not cover all of the additional costs
NTSV contribute, such as the much valued legal advice and salaries.
For PBCs that are not still being funded by the NTRB in their region, their costs are
substantially higher and they cannot operate unless their PBC is receiving an income or
financial support from elsewhere.

Why is this significant?
Why is this baseline amount of $150,000 to keep EMAC operational so significant? There are
currently 157 PBCs registered around Australia and the Torres Strait Islands. There is some
funding available for PBCs. For example, most PBCs are able to apply for funding through the
rep body, usually for an amount of about $50 to $75,000; however, this funding does not
cover all of the operational costs of the PBC. If we run a conservative estimate, based on the
EMAC model of operation on what it would cost to provide all 157 PBCs with operational
funding over a three-year process (a minimal timeframe to ensure a corporation is running
sustainably) the funding required is an investment of over $70 million.
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Remuneration
The time Eastern Maar people spend at native title events, such as meetings and research
interviews, is time spent away from regular employment and other kinds of work, such as
parenting or caring for family. The remuneration rate used here is a standard rate from the
Remuneration Tribunal for holders of part time public office and is the rate used for
Indigenous or community governance, including AIATSIS. The rate is $384 per day, which is
the lowest rate, compared to nearly all other government offices/authorities which range
from $1024 to $384 per day for a standard member.
Let’s look at the case of Person B, who is part of the core group of Eastern Maar native title
workers and has worked over a year of unpaid labour for the native title claim and operating
the PBC. If Person B was remunerated at standard remuneration rates (explained above),
this adds up to over $160, 000 unpaid remuneration of their labour time for claiming and
enacting their native title rights and interests.
Collectively Eastern Maar spent 1,392 days attending events, including travel time but not
including any overnight stays. Using the lowest government recommended remuneration
rate, the remuneration for Eastern Maar event attendance is $534, 528. These figures are
provided to demonstrate the kinds of cost value community native title labour is worth,
rather than arguing for or against remuneration within native title.
In response to these figures, Eastern Maar questioned the cost of engaging all Eastern Maar
people (approximately 1600) for native title. If all Eastern Maar people were to attend the
annual general meetings, over $600,000 of remuneration (value of labour) would be
required for each event. Since the formation of their PBC in 2011, Eastern Maar would be
looking at an overall remuneration cost of over $3 million dollars to engage with all Eastern
Maar people for annual general meetings.

Understanding cultural work
From the interview material it was clear that native title is only one kind of what we refer to as
‘cultural work’ carried out by Eastern Maar people. Cultural work refers to the largely unpaid or
volunteer work that Eastern Maar people have been doing over generations to ensure they
have rights to land and resources, as well as the right to cultural and community well-being.
This includes work in the fields of native title, health, education, community engagement, local
politics, international rights, land management, and cultural and economic development.
Eastern Maar people spoke about different types of cultural work in terms of the cultural
rights the work entailed, rather than the legislative framework it falls under. For example,
an older Eastern Maar person spoke about work they did with others in designing school
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gardens with Aboriginal features as a way of empowering young Aboriginal children to feel
proud of their Aboriginality and feel comfortable in expressing their identity in school. He
also spoke about the ways the garden assisted in bringing Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
children together in a form of visual learning through the use of symbols.
Another older Eastern Maar person spoke about the work they have done for land rights in
Victoria. They were not referring to a land rights as a single legal framework, but a continuous
fight and journey to gain rights to land that involved participation in various processes, such as
the Victorian land trusts, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC), United
Nations projects and committees on eliminating racism and empowering international
indigenous rights, national land rights movements, state cultural heritage, the Indigenous
Protected Areas (IPA) program and finally, native title.
Unfortunately much of this work is volunteer labour and only includes travel costs, not
proper resourcing or remuneration.
Although cultural work is highly valued among Eastern Maar, for the rights it brings Aboriginal
people in Victoria as an expression of culture and identity, it is largely unpaid and can often
affect peoples’ ability to participate in other regular employment. When I enquired about
different people’s professions for the Work Tracker Database, I was often hesitantly informed
that a person would be ‘unemployed’ or not in ‘regular work’. But after some further discussion
it became clear that the person had participated in different types of cultural work at both a
family and community level.
The lack of remuneration and resourcing for individuals involved in cultural work indicates
that there is a severe national under-valuing of Indigenous labour in areas such as native
title and other forms of cultural work.

Thank You
Belinda Burbidge and AIATSIS would like to thank Eastern Maar people, in particular the
directors of EMAC and NTSV for their work on and support with this project.

For more information about this project
If you would like further information about this project or this report, you can contact:
Dr Belinda Burbidge
Research Fellow
AIATSIS, Unit 1, Level 3, 14 Childers Street, Canberra City ACT 2612
Ph. 02 6261 4226 or email at belinda.burbidge@aiatsis.gov.au
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